This study tested the hypothesis that the common approach to test construction in which recognition questions (RQs), such as multiple-choice items, are followed by constructed response questions (CRQs) encourages students to use the informationally rich RQs to gain marks on the CRQs, thus introducing Local Item Dependence (LID) and inflating the CRQ test scores. This was tested with 188 children aged 10 to 16 years in 5 schools using class tests in 4 topic areas. The children in each class were randomly assigned to take the test in the traditional RQ-CRQ order, or in the experimental CRQ-RQ order. Using two independent t-tests, the groups were then compared on their RQ scores and on their CRQ scores. The results indicate that a statistically significant advantage was gained on the CRQs when the traditional order of test construction was used. Differences in mean RQ scores were used to check if factors other than LID, which could be associated with the nontraditional order, might have influenced CRQ results. These checks showed no statistically significant differences between the two groups. It is concluded that the traditional order can produce LID and result in inflated test scores for the constructed response part of the test. (Contains 1 figure, 1 table, and 24 references.) (SLD)
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Abstract

Ideally, each question on a test should be an independent sample of the testee’s ability. When this is not the case, the information from one question can be used to gain marks on another question. This is an example of Local Item Dependence (LID) and its occurrence can inflate resulting test scores.

A common form of test construction is one where recognition questions (RQs), such as Multiple-choice items are followed by constructed response questions (CRQs) such as short answer items. This research hypothesised that this common construction encourages students to use the informationally rich RQs to gain marks on the CRQs, thus introducing LID and so inflating the CRQ test scores.

This was tested with children (n=188, age 10-16 yrs) in five schools using class tests in four topic areas. The children in each class were randomly assigned to take the test in the traditional RQ-CRQ order or in the experimental CRQ-RQ order. Using two independent t-tests, the groups were then compared on their RQ scores and on their CRQ scores. The results indicated that a statistically significant advantage was gained on the CRQs when using the traditional order of test construction. Differences in mean RQ scores were used to check if factors other than LID, which could be associated with the non-traditional order, might have influenced CRQ results. These checks showed no statistically significant differences between the two groups.

It was therefore concluded that the traditional order of recognition questions followed by constructed response questions can produce Local Item Dependence and result in inflated test scores for the constructed response part of the test.

Introduction

A basic assumption of an objective test, and a psychometric requirement, is that the questions independently sample the test-taker’s abilities. However, tests commonly use both recognition questions (RQs) such as multiple choice questions and constructed response questions (CRQs) such as short answer questions. Further, the RQs are usually presented first, probably because it is felt that students can better pace their responses and that the easier response format of ticking a box or circling an option allows for more questions to be completed, and hence a better sampling of ability, than the more time consuming requirement to write an answer. Because there is more content information in RQs than in CRQs, this standard sequence of RQs followed by CRQs makes it possible that the testee transfers information supplied in the RQs e.g. in the multiple-choice stem and choices, to cue answers to the CRQs. If this is so then the traditional sequence of questions contradicts the basic test assumption that questions are independent and gives inflated results for the second part of the test. It is important to test this possibility because, if it is so, the widespread use of this sequencing implies that many test results are inflated in comparison to single genre tests.

Many examinations use both recognition items and constructed response items

Examinations throughout the world commonly use a combination of recognition and constructed response questions. Examinations in most subjects for University examinations and many teacher-made classroom tests ask both recognition and constructed response questions. Combining both genres of questions is also a common practice in high-stakes examinations for many subjects for the GCSE in the UK, for the CXC Caribbean examinations, and for the Advanced Placement examinations in the USA (Lukhele, Thissen & Wainer, 1994).

Both RQs and CRQs, in their different formats, are used because of the different advantages they offer (Gallagher, 1998, pp. 130-132; Linn & Gronlund, 2000, pp. 236-242; Mehrens & Lehmann, 1991, pp. 66-67; Shepard, 1996).

Effects of combining the two genres in the same examination

Given the widespread practice of combining both RQs and CRQs on the same examination, it is important that we understand the influences these genres have on one another and on how this impacts on students’ performance. For example, does the order in which students answer these questions affect their results?

Multiple-choice and short answer questions are the most common item formats on combined genre tests (New Hampshire State Department of Education, 1994) and are the most common to be analysed together. Research findings have indicated that although the results of MC and CRQs tend to be correlated (Martinez, 1990; Pollock, 1997), it is usual that scores on the MC sections are higher than on the CRQs (Bay, 1998; DeMars, 1998; Dossey, 1993).

Studies that have compared the scores of males and females on RQ and CRQ tests have found that differences are linked to content and item format (Garner, & Engelhard 1999; Pomplun, & Sundbye, 1999). For example, it has been found that in science males do better on CRQs involving visualizations and CRQs that call upon knowledge and experience acquired outside of school (Hamilton, & Snow, 1998) and in mathematics males score higher on CR problem solving questions (Wilson, & Zhang, 1998). Although the above studies reported gender differences linked to content and item format, Christine DeMars (1998) compared males and females in mathematics and science on MC and CRQs in 201 schools and found no overall gender difference. Larger differential MC and CR scores have been found for younger students. Tahany Gadalla (1999) tested stem-equivalent and scoring-equivalent MC and CR forms of the Canadian Achievement Tests with 1,028 students in grades 2 through 6 and found that differences between MC and CR scores were greater in the grades 2 and 3 as compared to grades 4, 5, and 6.

MC and CRQ performance differences have also been compared across ethnic and Social Economic Status groups. James Myerberg, (1996) compared students from grades 3 to 8 in mathematics, language arts and reading on the Maryland School Performance Assessment program and found CRQs favoured female students, non-white students and students from low SES backgrounds. Students from fifth grade to high school level have also been found to have great variability in their affective responses to the different genres (Hamilton, 1994) and reported to have greater confidence for CRQs (Barnett-Foster, & Nagy, 1995).
Expectations that different formats measure different abilities

There is an increasing trend towards high-stakes examinations that combine multiple-choice items with open-ended tasks, particularly for Teacher Certification (Klein, 1998). The fact that educators persist in using constructed response items rather than more easily marked recognition items, even in the face of the considerable extra cost in time required to mark them, indicates that there is an expectation that constructed response questions are perhaps adding a different dimension to the examination of students. A study of RQ and CRQs by Ercikan, Schwarz and others (1998) gave some support to this view by reporting a factor for each genre, although the factors were highly correlated. In-line with this belief, the University of the West Indies Examination Regulation 28 (iv), actually restricts the use of RQs to a maximum of only 25% of student assessment (University of the West Indies, 2000, p. 8).

Purpose and rationale of this study

It is possible that the traditional RQ – CRQ sequence encourages a violation of the independence assumptions of testing by allowing students to use the information rich first part of the test to answer the CRQs in the second part of the test. Although mixed genre tests have been analysed with respect to comparative difficulty, gender, subject, ethnicity and age, there does not seem to be any published research testing whether the traditional order violates the independence assumption of the test questions.

This possibility was tested by dividing test takers into two groups and giving a mixed genre test in two different orders to both groups. The scores of the group that did the RQs first were then compared to the scores of the group who did the CRQs first to find if the test order conferred any advantage. It seems probable that students will use content information gleaned from test questions to help them answer other questions thus violating the requirement of local independence. Hence, it was expected that the students who took the questions in the traditional order would be at an advantage.

Design of the experiment

Subjects

The following experiment was replicated in 5 classes in 5 different secondary schools across 4 topics with n=188 students consisting of 65 boys and 123 girls aged from 10 to 16 years with a mean age of 12 years 8 months. The numbers of males and females tested in each of the topics were Biology 1 – ‘sexual reproduction in flowering plants’ (m=13, f=16, n=29), Biology 2 – ‘Endocrine Systems’ (m=18, f=15, n=42), Physics – ‘States of matter’ (m=18, f=15, n=33), English – ‘Nouns’ (m=15, f=35, n=50) and Social Studies – ‘The Family and The Peer Group’ (m=11, f=23, n=34). The sample of schools, whose principals agreed to their schools and teachers participating in this research, were drawn from high and low socio-economic-status populations and represented both urban and rural areas in and around Kingston, Jamaica, West Indies.

A 45-minute in-class test was given to assess one of the above topics that had recently been taught to the class. The test was composed of six subtests that were judged by three teachers to be of equivalent difficulty. The three teachers comprised two researchers and the teacher who had recently taught the topic to the class. The six subtests each contained six questions. Three subtests were all recognition type questions - multiple-choice questions, true/false questions and matching questions. These were placed on side A of the test paper. The other three subtests were all construction questions – direct questions, completion questions and association questions - and this were placed together on side B of the paper. The questions on each side of the test paper were obviously different for each topic and randomised differently for each topic. Figure 1 illustrates the design of the test sheets.
Figure 1: Design of test sheets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Side A of test sheet</th>
<th>18 Randomised Recognition Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Format of questions</td>
<td>Six Multiple Choice Questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Six True/False Questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Six Matching Questions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Side B of test sheet</th>
<th>18 Randomised Constructed Response Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Format of questions</td>
<td>Six Direct Questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Six Completion Questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Six Association Questions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Four open-ended ‘filler’ questions were printed at the bottom of each side to reduce possible disruption by early finishers. These were “Which question was the most difficult?” and “Why?” Also “Which question was the easiest?” and “Why?” Side A carried questions on the testee to enable feedback on results to be returned to each class teacher and each side had an ‘order’ box at the top of the sheet.

A typical RQ and CRQ from a Physics test on ‘States of matter’ was:

RQ: Alcohol bubbles at 78°C when heated. At 100°C it would have
A. melted  B. evaporated  C. sublimed  D. condensed

CRQ: All material in our world exists in _________ states.

Random assignment

All students in each class were randomly assigned to one of two groups that were approximately equal in number, plus-or-minus one. One group was the control group who were to answer Side A first, which was in the traditional order, that is RQs first followed by the CRQs. The other half were the experimental group who were to answer Side B first that is, in the experimental order of CRQs followed by RQs.

Administration

Twenty minutes were allotted to side A of the test and twenty-five minutes to Side B. The extra five minutes was to allow for the extra time needed to physically write the constructed responses as opposed to the shorter time needed to indicate recognition by using a tick, line or circle for Side A. Students all sat with Side A facing upwards ready to complete the testee information on the top of Side A. Each half was then randomly assigned, by a spin of a coin, to complete Side A or Side B first and sat with the appropriate side of the paper facing upwards. The supervisor(s) checked this. Students were told that they would have the same time of 45 minutes to complete the test, 20 minutes for Side A and 25 minutes for Side B. There was an ‘order’ box at the top of each side. All students then wrote ‘1’ in this box on the side that was facing upwards, that is the side they would be attempting first. This was to ensure that if the papers from the control and experimental groups were later inadvertently mixed they could be correctly re-sorted. Students were informed that they would be told when to stop and must not turn over to the other side unless told to do so. The test then started. After 20 minutes those completing Side A were told to stop and turn over, write ‘2’ in the order box and complete Side B. After another 5 minutes, those completing Side B first were told to stop, turn over, write ‘2’ in the order box and complete Side A. During the test, supervisor(s) noted their observations of students’ test taking.
behaviours. After a further 20 minutes, 45 minutes in all from the start of the test, all students were told to stop and the supervisor(s) collected the papers separately from the control group and from the experimental groups. Afterwards, students were informally interviewed about their reactions to the test.

Results

T-tests were calculated on the difference between the mean scores of the two groups for the recognition questions and for the constructed response questions. The maximum score on the 18 questions of each type was 18, being one mark per question. The results for the 188 students are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Comparisons of mean scores for the control and experimental groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order</th>
<th>Recognition Questions</th>
<th>Constructed Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recognition 1st</td>
<td>11.0101 (61%)</td>
<td>6.5960 (37%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constructed 1st</td>
<td>10.6854 (59%)</td>
<td>5.7303 (32%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Difference</td>
<td>0.3247 (2%)</td>
<td>0.8657 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance</td>
<td>0.458</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows the significance of the differences in mean scores and the percentage advantages of the traditional sequence of recognition questions first.

As shown in Table 1, students in the control group who completed the recognition questions first had slightly higher scores on the recognition items and significantly higher scores on the Constructed response questions than did students in the experimental group. A 5% increase on the 32% score of students who did the Constructed Response Questions first is a significant 16% advantage for the 'Recognition first' test order. To better understand these results, they need to be considered in conjunction with class observations, post-test interview data as presented in the following discussion.

Discussion

The question this experiment was designed to answer was: 'Does the test order of Recognition Questions first or Constructed Response Questions first, give any advantage?' We found that the RQ- CRQ order gave an advantage on both types of questions and significant advantage on CRQs. If this advantage is due to cognitive transfer as we expected, then the traditional order does violate the assumptions of item independence and is inflating the scores on the second part of the test.

From their notes of the students’ test taking behaviours and their subsequent interviews, the test administrators reported that the students randomly assigned to Side A first, the Recognition questions, were observed to settle quickly into focused responding, whereas the students randomly assigned to start Side B first, the constructed Response Questions, were more agitated and asked more questions of the supervisors. In post-test interviews students said that they preferred the easier response mode of ticking and circling for the Recognition questions. It seems from these observations that the traditional RQ-CRQ order creates lower stress. When we consider that the RQs and CRQs were written to be of equal difficulty, this lower stress is likely to be due to the easier form of responding. This could be tested by replicating the experiment with groups of subjects who have different levels of language
ability. If lower stress had given some advantage, then it would have been expected to be apparent in different mean scores on the RQs. However, as there was no significant difference between the control and experimental group scores on the RQs, it can be assumed that any advantages of lower stress were also not significant for the CRQs and that the different scores are in large part due to transfer of cognition from the first part to the second part of the test that is, in the traditional sequence of recognition questions followed by constructed response questions, students are learning from the test.
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